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Abstract
We explore kinetic mixing between two Abelian gauge theories that have both
electric and magnetic charges. When one of the photons becomes massive,
novel effects arise in the low-energy effective theory, including the failure of
Dirac charge quantization as particles from one sector obtain parametrically
small couplings to the photon of the other. We maintain a manifest SL(2,Z)
duality throughout our analysis, which is the diagonal subgroup of the dualities
of the two un-mixed gauge theories.
1 Introduction
Recently bounds have been placed [1] on dark matter models containing a massive dark
photon and dark magnetic monopoles when there is kinetic mixing [2] of the dark and
ordinary photons [3–5]. The bounds crucially rely on the effective coupling of the ordinary
photon to the dark monopole, and on the fact that this coupling, in general, violates Dirac-
Schwinger-Zwanziger charge quantization [6–8]. While we believe the bounds in [1] are
essentially correct, the theoretical derivation of the coupling of the ordinary photon to
dark magnetic charges is technically incorrect when there are both electric and magnetic
charges in the dark sector. The general case, with both types of charges, is more subtle
because it is impossible to write a local, Lorentz invariant action with both electric and
magnetic charges [9–11]. Thus, the low-energy theory with a single photon cannot have a
local, Lorentz invariant Lagrangian.
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Zwanziger [11] showed that it is possible to write a local Lagrangian for electric and
magnetic charges at the cost of requiring two gauge potentials (one with local couplings
to electric charges and one with local couplings to magnetic charges) and the loss of man-
ifest Lorentz invariance. Having two gauge potentials appears to double the number of
propagating photon polarizations, however Zwanziger’s kinetic terms project out two po-
larizations on-shell by introducing a four-vector nµ that breaks manifest Lorentz invariance.
In certain gauges this four vector can be identified with the direction of the Dirac string,
so it is plausible that it is a gauge artifact, and formal proofs have been given [12] to show
that physical observables are nµ independent.
It was later seen [14] that this type of Lagrangian realizes SL(2,Z) duality [15–19] as a
local field redefinition. Furthermore, the SL(2,Z) duality of the low-energy effective theory
is maintained order-by-order in the loop expansion [20, 21]. In the absence of kinetic mixing,
each U(1) sector has its own SL(2,Z) duality, but when kinetic mixing occurs, typically
at loop level through particles charged under both sectors [2], the duality is reduced to a
diagonal SL(2,Z) subgroup.
In this paper we provide a firm theoretical derivation for the results of [1] while maintain-
ing manifest SL(2,Z) duality. We review the (not widely known) two potential formalism,
SL(2,Z) duality, and the renormalization of such theories. We then introduce kinetic mix-
ing between the ordinary photon and a dark sector photon with both electric and magnetic
charges. Using the two-potential formalism in both the dark and visible sectors, we show
how the diagonal gauge sector’s SL(2,Z) is a subgroup of two SL(2,Z) dualities. Finally,
we consider the cases of dark electrically and magnetically charged condensates, which lead
to a dark photon mass and confinement of dark magnetic or electric charges. We clar-
ify how these confining scenarios are directly connected to parametrically small (charge
quantization violating) couplings of dark sector states to the visible photon.
2 An SL(2,Z) Covariant Lagrangian
We begin with a single U(1) gauge theory having both electric and magnetic charges.
In order to have a local Lagrangian, we use Zwanziger’s two potential formulation [11]
of QED.1 The Aµ and Bµ gauge potentials have local couplings to electric and magnetic
currents respectively. For electric and magnetic charges satisfying the Dirac-Schwinger-
Zwanziger [6–8] charge quantization condition, Aµ has coupling strength e, while Bµ has
1 A special case of this formulation was independently rediscovered by Schwarz and Sen [22]; they re-
ferred to their action as duality symmetric since under SL(2,Z) duality transformations the gauge potentials
undergo canonical transformations resulting in a new action that only differs in its coupling constant.
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coupling strength 4π/e. In the differential form notation of [14], the Lagrangian is:
L =− Im
{ τ
8πn2
[n · ∂ ∧ (A+ iB)] · [n · ∂ ∧ (A− iB)]
}
− Re
{ τ
8πn2
[n · ∂ ∧ (A + iB)] · [n · ∗∂ ∧ (A− iB)]
}
− Re [(A− iB) · (J + τK)] , (1)
where J and K are the electric and magnetic currents respectively and the holomorphic
coupling is
τ =
θ
2π
+
4πi
e2
. (2)
The Lagrangian in (1) clearly depends on the constant four-vector nµ, apparently violating
Lorentz invariance. While it has been formally argued [12] that gauge invariant observables
are independent of nµ, this is typically difficult to see operationally. In special cases, such as
the soft-photon limit [23], when an all-orders calculation can be completed the dependence
on nµ vanishes from observables when charge quantization is satisfied.
It is convenient to unpack Eq. (1) using indexed fields. In doing so, we use the definition
FXµν ≡ ∂µXν − ∂νXµ , (3)
to obtain
L =−
nαnµ
8πn2
gβν
[
4π
e2
(
FAαβF
A
µν + F
B
αβF
B
µν
)]
−
nαnµ
16πn2
εµνγδ
[
θ
2π
(
FAανF
A
γδ + F
B
ανF
B
γδ
)
−
4π
e2
(
FBανF
A
γδ − F
A
ανF
B
γδ
)]
− JµA
µ −
4π
e2
KµB
µ −
θ
2π
AµK
µ. (4)
The equations of motion (i.e. the Maxwell Equations) for Aµ and Bµ are
Im(τ)
4π
∂ν (F
µν + i∗F µν) = Jµ + τKµ, (5)
where
Fµν =
nα
n2
(
nµF
A
αν − nνF
A
αµ − ε
β
µνα n
γFBγβ
)
, (6)
∗Fµν =
nα
n2
(
nµF
B
αν − nνF
B
αµ + ε
β
µνα n
γFAγβ
)
. (7)
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Note that θ only appears in the Maxwell equation through the coupling of the magnetic
current to the electric gauge potential Aµ, which is just the Witten effect [24]. Both the
field strength and the propagator are independent of θ. Indeed, one can check Zwanziger’s
derivation of the propagator [11], without the θ dependent kinetic term,
Lθ = −
nαnµ
16πn2
εµνγδ
θ
2π
(
FAανF
A
γδ + F
B
ανF
B
γδ
)
, (8)
to see that he has the same equations of motion with τ purely imaginary. Thus, Lθ can be
omitted from the Lagrangian without changing the dynamics of the theory. By dropping
this term can rewrite the Lagrangian in Eq. (4) as
L =−
nαnµ Im(τ)
8πn2
[
gβν
(
FAαβF
A
µν + F
B
αβF
B
µν
)
−
1
2
ε νγδµ
(
FBανF
A
γδ − F
A
ανF
B
γδ
)]
− Re [(A− iB) · (J + τK)] . (9)
There are two other useful ways to write this Lagrangian:
L = −
Im(τ)
16π
[
F µνFAµν +
∗F µνFBµν
]
− Re [(A− iB) · (J + τK)] (10)
= −
Im(τ)
32π
[
F µν+
(
FAµν − iF
B
µν
)
+ F µν−
(
FAµν + iF
B
µν
)]
(11)
−Re [(A− iB) · (J + τK)] .
The version in Eq. (10) makes the derivation of the equations of motion particularly easy,
while Eq. (11) makes the SL(2,Z) covariance manifest. As we will see, this is the correct
low-energy effective theory for a topological monopole [25] for energies much smaller than
the inverse size of the monopole core. The only further requirement is that the spectrum of
charged particles is free of electric, magnetic, and mixed electric/magnetic anomalies [14].
Under an SL(2,Z) duality transformation [15–18] the currents are mapped to
Jµ → bK ′µ + dJ ′µ, Kµ → aK ′µ + cJ ′µ. (12)
where a, b, c, d are integers with ad− bc = 1. The gauge fields transform [14] as
Aµ + iBµ →
1
cτ ∗ + d
(
A′µ + iB
′
µ
)
, (13)
Aµ − iBµ →
1
cτ + d
(
A′µ − iB
′
µ
)
. (14)
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From Eqs. (6) and (7) we can separate the field strength into irreducible representations
of SO(4) ∼ SU(2) × SU(2). Specifically, the field strength splits into (1, 0) and (0, 1)
representations, which are given by:
F±µν ≡ Fµν ± i
∗Fµν (15)
=
nα
n2
[
nµ
(
FAαν ± iF
B
αν
)
− nν
(
FAαµ ± iF
B
αµ
)
± iε βµνα n
γ
(
FAγβ ± iF
B
γβ
)]
.
It is easy to check that
nµF±µν = n
α
(
FAαν ± iF
B
αν
)
= [n · ∂ ∧ (A± iB)]ν . (16)
This means that the field strengths transform as
Fµν + i
∗Fµν →
1
cτ ∗ + d
(
F ′µν + i
∗F ′µν
)
, (17)
Fµν − i
∗Fµν →
1
cτ + d
(
F ′µν − i
∗F ′µν
)
. (18)
The transformation of the interaction term,
Lint = −Re [(A− iB) · (J + τK)] , (19)
under SL(2,Z) is
Lint → −Re
{
A′µ − iB
′
µ
cτ + d
[bK ′µ + dJ ′µ + τ (aK ′µ + cJ ′µ)]
}
(20)
→ −Re
[(
A′µ − iB
′
µ
)(
J ′µ +
aτ + b
cτ + d
K ′µ
)]
, (21)
so that after the duality transformation the holomorphic coupling τ is replaced by
τ ′ =
aτ + b
cτ + d
. (22)
This, in turn, implies a simple transformation law for the imaginary part of τ :
Im(τ ′) =
Im(τ)
|cτ + d|2
. (23)
This agrees exactly with the transformation of the kinetic terms,
Lkin = −
Im(τ)
32π
[
F µν+
(
FAµν − iF
B
µν
)
+ F µν−
(
FAµν + iF
B
µν
)]
, (24)
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which become
Lkin →
Lkin
(cτ + d)(cτ ∗ + d)
, (25)
Finally, note that the Maxwell Equations (5) become
Im(τ ′)
4π
∂ν (F
′µν + i∗F ′µν) = J ′µ + τ ′K ′µ , (26)
which confirms that the dual coupling is indeed τ ′.
3 Renormalization
It is convenient when discussing the renormalization of the Zwanziger Lagrangian to rescale
the fields so that the running coupling only appears in the kinetic terms. This is achieved
by
Bµ → e
2Bµ . (27)
After this redefinition the Lagrangian becomes
L = −
nαnµ
2n2
[
gβν
(
1
e2
FAαβF
A
µν + e
2FBαβF
B
µν
)
−
1
2
ε νγδµ
(
FBανF
A
γδ − F
A
ανF
B
γδ
)]
−JµA
µ − 4πKµB
µ −
θ
2π
AµK
µ. (28)
Integrating out particles with electric and/or magnetic charges results in vacuum polar-
ization corrections. Explicit calculations [20] reveal that the one-loop correction to the
effective Lagrangian, renormalized at the scale µ, from either electrically or magnetically
charged particles is
Lone−loop =
nαnµ
n2
gβν Π(µ)
(
FAαβF
A
µν − F
B
αβF
B
µν
)
=
1
2
Π(µ)FµνF
µν , (29)
with electric and magnetic charges contributing with opposite signs to Π(µ). Note that
only one of e or b = 4π/e can be small for the calculation, so one must consider only electric
charges or only magnetic charges in the calculation, but either type of charge renormalizes
both A and B terms. The analysis of refs. [14, 26], using SL(2,Z) transformations, shows
that particles with both electric and magnetic charges (i.e. dyons) also renormalize the θ
term in Eq. (8).
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The Lagrangian can be canonically normalized by rescaling
Aµ →
√
ZA3 (µ) eAµ , Bµ →
√
ZB3 (µ)Bµ/e , (30)
so that the renormalized electric and magnetic couplings are, respectively,
e(µ) =
√
ZA3 (µ) e , b(µ) =
√
ZB3 (µ)
4π
e
. (31)
SL(2,Z) duality, and the self-consistency of the Lagrangian, requires that
ZA3 (µ) = 1/Z
B
3 (µ) , (32)
which, from (29), is certainly true at one-loop:
ZA3 (µ) = 1/Z
B
3 (µ) = 1− Π(µ) . (33)
Note, however, that at higher loop order Eq. (32) requires a more complicated relation
between the corrections to the Aµ and Bµ kinetic terms.
As Coleman [27] pointed out, Eq. (32) is essential for understanding the renormalized
Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger charge quantization condition. To understand why this is the
case, suppose that we do not impose (32), and that e(µ) and b(µ) are independently renor-
malized. Dirac originally found the charge quantization condition [6] by imagining what
would come to be known as an Aharonov-Bohm experiment [28] that transports an electron
with electric charge -1 around the Dirac string of a monopole with a half-integer magnetic
charge n/2. Upon returning to the starting point there is a relative phase
−e(µ)b(µ)
n
2
= −
√
ZA3 (µ)Z
B
3 (µ) 2πn . (34)
Coleman’s point is that this phase must be a multiple of 2π for any renormalization scale
smaller than the inverse size of the monopole, i.e. it is a renormalization group invariant of
the low-energy effective theory. Thus, Eq. (32) must be true order-by-order in perturbation
theory, and
b(µ) =
4π
e(µ)
, (35)
which is equivalent to Eq. (32).
As pointed out in ref. [21], this entire renormalization discussion is completely consistent
with the exact results of the Seiberg-Witten theory [29]. In the region of the moduli space
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where the monopole is light, the low-energy electric coupling e(µ) is driven to large values
as we run µ down to the monopole mass from higher energy scales. Hence, for a sufficiently
small monopole mass, the monopole is weakly coupled to Bµ, and since there are no light
electrically charged particles, the entire low-energy theory is weakly coupled. Performing
an SL(2,Z) transformation which takes the light monopole to a light electron also takes
the electric coupling to a dual electric coupling e′(µ) = 4π/e(µ). Since e′(µ) is also small
we see that the dual low-energy theory is also weakly coupled and the usual perturbative
running drives the coupling e′(µ) to smaller values as we lower the renormalization scale
toward the mass of the electrically charged particle. Thus, we see that electrically and
magnetically charged particles drive the coupling e(µ) in opposite directions, as seen in
refs. [14, 20, 26].
4 Mixing With A Dark Sector
We now include a separate “dark” sector, denoted by a subscript D, with a Lagrangian:
LD =−
nαnµ
2n2
[
gβν
(
FADαβF
A
Dµν + F
B
DαβF
B
Dµν
)
−
1
2
ε νγδµ
(
FBDανF
A
Dγδ − F
A
DανF
B
Dγδ
)]
− eDJDµA
µ
D −
4π
eD
KDµB
µ
D . (36)
Note that for the remainder of the paper we work in canonical normalization. We assume
the same form for the visible sector by taking Aµ, Bµ → eAµ, eBµ in Eq. (9). One might
expect a distinct nµD as well, but for simplicity we choose gauges in which these vectors are
the same in each sector. We also set the CP violating θ’s to zero, so that we can ignore the
subtleties that arise from relating the θ’s in each sector. The θ dependent electric charge of
a monopole depends on the details of zero modes of electrically charged particles [30–32].
This means the θ dependence of the theory is partially determined by the UV completion
of the monopoles, and is thus not purely controlled by the low-energy effective theory, so
we leave these details for future study.
Any heavy particles that are charged under both Aµ and ADµ can lead to kinetic mixing
[2] between the two sectors. As described in the previous section, renormalization effects
in the Zwanziger Lagrangian are somewhat subtle, but have been explored in detail at
one-loop in ref. [20]. At one-loop, analogous to Eq. (29), the following kinetic mixing term
is generated:
Lǫ = ǫeeD
nαnµ
n2
gβν
(
FADαβF
A
µν − F
B
DαβF
B
µν
)
=
ǫeeD
2
FµνF
µν
D , (37)
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where we have kept the gauge couplings factors distinct from ǫ. We emphasize here that
this simple form holds only at one-loop. Because the renormalization of e(µ) and b(µ) have
an inverse relationship, as seen in Eqs. (31) and (32), the charge quantization condition at
higher loop order will require a more complicated structure. Therefore, in what follows we
work to linear order in ǫ.
We should also pause to consider the SL(2,Z) behavior of the mixing term. By rewriting
Eq. (37) as
Lǫ = ǫeeD
nαnµ
n2
gβν
(
FADαβ + iF
B
Dαβ
) (
FAµν + iF
B
µν
)
, (38)
it is clear that the plus representation, (AD + iBD), of the dark sector must transform like
the minus representation, (A− iB), of the visible sector. In this way the diagonal subgroup
SL(2,Z) is preserved by the kinetic mixing.
Now that we know the form of the kinetic mixing, we can transform to a diagonal basis,
denoted by V µ, where Vµ is any gauge potential. The diagonalization is achieved by(
Aµ
ADµ
)
=
(
cosφ+ ǫeeD sin φ − sinφ+ ǫeeD cos φ
sinφ cosφ
)(
Aµ
ADµ
)
, (39)
(
Bµ
BDµ
)
=
(
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ− ǫeeD cosφ cosφ+ ǫeeD sinφ
)(
Bµ
BDµ
)
. (40)
The angle φ parametrizes a family of arbitrary SO(2) rotations of the fields which preserve
the diagonal kinetic terms. Importantly, the transformation matrices for A and B are not
the same. Indeed, one must be the inverse of the transpose of the other so that the AB
mixing terms in Eq. (9) map to AB mixing terms in the diagonal basis. In this basis the
diagonal currents are given by(
eJµ
eDJDµ
)
=
(
cosφ+ ǫeeD sinφ sin φ
− sinφ+ ǫeeD cosφ cosφ
)(
eJµ
eDJDµ
)
, (41)
(
Kµ/e
KDµ/eD
)
=
(
cosφ sin φ− ǫeeD cos φ
− sinφ cosφ+ ǫeeD sinφ
)(
Kµ/e
KDµ/eD
)
. (42)
This agrees with the analysis of [1], leading to a ǫ magnetic charge from KD in K when
φ = 0. That the K and J currents transform differently is an immediate consequence of the
different transformations of A and B. Without a physical reason to select a particular φ, one
can pick whatever is convenient for the calculation at hand. In particular, we could choose
tanφ = e eD ǫ, where the coupling of ǫ magnetic charges to Bµ vanishes. This illustrates
that these ǫ magnetic charges are not physical without breaking the SO(2) symmetry of
the kinetic terms. This is done in the next section by giving a mass to the dark photon.
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4.1 Charge Quantization
Another physical manifestation of the charge quantization condition is associated with the
angular momentum [33] carried by the gauge field accompanying an electric and a magnetic
charge. J.J. Thomson showed [34] that the electromagnetic field of a static electric charge
q and a static magnetic charge g carries an angular momentum
~L = qg rˆ, (43)
where rˆ is the unit vector pointing from the electric charge to the magnetic charge. Quan-
tum mechanics requires that angular momentum comes in half-integer units, which implies
that
qg =
m
2
, (44)
for some integer m.
In the absence of kinetic mixing, the condition (44) is satisfied for each U(1) sector
individually. In particular, the dark sector electric charge qD and magnetic charge gD
satisfy
qDgD =
mD
2
. (45)
For non-zero mixing Eqs. (41) and (42) imply
q g =qg
(
cos2 φ+ eeD
ǫ sin 2φ
2
)
+ qgD
(
sin 2φ
2
− ǫeeD cos 2φ
)
+ qDgeeD
ǫ sin 2φ
2
+ qDgD
(
sin2 φ− eeD
ǫ sin 2φ
2
)
, (46)
qDgD =qg
(
sin2 φ− eeD
ǫ sin 2φ
2
)
− qgD
(
sin 2φ
2
− eeDǫ cos 2φ
)
− eeDqDg
ǫ sin 2φ
2
+ qDgD
(
cos2 φ+ eeD
ǫ sin 2φ
2
)
, (47)
which gives
q g + qDgD = qg + qDgD =
m+mD
2
. (48)
Note, however, that when kinetic mixing occurs, q g and qDgD do not satisfy the quanti-
zation condition individually. Just as only a diagonal SL(2,Z) is preserved in the mixed
theory, so too there is only one global charge quantization shared between the two sectors.
This makes perfect sense since the system of two particles has a single angular momentum
and there is a single Aharonov-Bohm phase that could, in principle, be observed.
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5 Dark Confinement
If we introduce an dark electrically charged scalar field and arrange its potential so that it
has a VEV, then the dark photon will undergo a Higgs mechanism and become massive.
If the physical Higgs scalar is very heavy and has no other couplings to dark fields, we can
simply add a mass term to our Lagrangian:
LAD mass = −
m2DA
2
ADµA
µ
D . (49)
This means that dark magnetic charges coupled to BDµ are confined [35]. A dark monopole-
antimonopole pair is connected by a Nielsen-Olesen flux tube [36, 37] that behaves like a
string with tension O(m2DA).
When the dark photon gets a mass, there is a preferred value of φ: only sinφ = 0 keeps
the Aµ photon massless, as required by our unbroken U(1)EM. In this case
Jµ =Jµ, JDµ =JDµ + ǫe
2Jµ,
Kµ =Kµ − ǫe
2KDµ, KDµ =KDµ. (50)
In short, the electric charges from the visible sector pick up an additional ǫ e2 eD electric
coupling to the massive dark photon while dark magnetic charges get an ǫ e 4π coupling to
the massless photon. This dark magnetic confinement is the scenario whose phenomenology
was investigated in [1].
If instead a dark magnetically charged scalar gets a VEV, the mass term
LBD mass =−
m2DB
2
BDµB
µ
D , (51)
results. In this case the dark electric charges are confined by electric flux tubes. In order
that B remain massless, maintaining the unbroken U(1)EM in our sector, requires tanφ =
e eD ǫ. This gives the diagonal currents
Jµ =Jµ + ǫe
2
DJDµ, JDµ =JDµ,
Kµ =Kµ, KDµ =KDµ − ǫe
2
DKµ. (52)
In this case electrically charged dark particles get an ǫ e2D e electric coupling to the photon
and any magnetically charged particles in our sector have an ǫ eD 4π dark magnetic coupling.
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6 Conclusion
While the possibilities of particles with small electric charge under our photon have been
discussed for some time [2], detailed investigation of small magnetic charges has been
more recent [3–5]. This is at least partly due to the significant complication inherent in
dealing with electric and magnetic charges simultaneously. The phenomenological analysis
completed in [1] investigated how such particles can be detected; however, up until now
the theoretical derivation of these parametrically small magnetic charges has been lacking.
In this work we have addressed this by using Zwanziger’s local Lagrangian with both
electric and magnetic charges. This formulation allows a clean analysis of the one-loop
kinetic mixing between two otherwise separate U(1) sectors. We have shown how this
mixing can lead to milli-magnetically or milli-electrically charged particles. At the same
time we have tracked the SL(2,Z) duality enjoyed by both sectors and the related charge
quantization condition preserved by the two sectors when mixed together.
Spreading the charge quantization condition over two sectors is particularly useful for
understanding the scattering of electric and magnetic charges. In a single sector, charge
quantization implies that single photon exchange between an electric and magnetic charge
goes like e · 4π/e. Clearly this does not provide a good perturbative expansion. Conse-
quently, there is no reason to be surprised by Weinberg’s [38] demonstration that in this case
single photon exchange is not Lorentz invariant. However, kinetic mixing combined with
dark magnetic confinement, can lead to electric-magnetic scattering that goes like e · ǫ e 4π,
which can be small for ǫ ≪ 1. Therefore, this framework provides a useful laboratory for
the perturbative understanding of the scattering of electric and magnetic charges [23].
It is interesting to note that Nambu has shown [39] that an analogous situation arises in
the standard model. Electroweak symmetry breaking via the Higgs doublet VEV leads to
confined monopole—anti-monopole pairs. The mass mixing of the gauge bosons causes the
massive Z to carry part of the magnetic charge through a flux-tube, while a smaller fraction
of the magnetic charge couples to the massless photon. Thus, the analysis presented here
can be employed for analyzing these standard model partially-charged monopoles.
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